Quaker Quest: Middle School Scavenger

*Rules:* Find as many places as possible, making sure to stay with your group and chaperone at all times. Mark off all locations that you’ve found.

**LOVE sign:** When you are here, the fact that you are in the city of brotherly love is clear.

**College Hall:** With its gothic architecture and haughty feel, no wonder this place was inspiration for the Addams Family home, but in our world this Hall is home to the Undergraduate Admissions office.

**Pottruck:** Come here to go rock climbing, learn to golf or belly dance, shoot some hoops, get cut abs or just get a healthy smoothie. [Hint: This is not by the football field].

**Du Bois House:** This college house low rise is named after a man quite wise. A co-founder of NAACP, he championed reforms to make America an equitable place to be.

**Penn Bookstore:** You can find school pride when you walk inside, if you find the right nook you may read a book.

**Split Button:** Some say that the split represents the Schuylkill - dividing the city into four parts but others say it just "popped" off of Franklin’s vest.

**The ARCH:** Through these red doors you will fine MAKUU, La Casa Latina and PAACH.

**Carriage House:** At the end of this rainbow you'll find dessert!

**Kelly Writers House:** Where authors, poets and playwrights conspire, this house will help cultivate all your writing desires.
Compass: To be used if you've lost your place but beware, legend has it that its bad luck to step upon it before your first midterm.

Ben Franklin statue (seated): You've made a lot of new friends, put up your feet, and sit next to Ben.

Wynn Shield: Penn students stand tall and true – now find our oversized crest bold and blue.

Locust Bridge: A top of this you can see Penn from both sides, it bridges the walk, it doesn't divide.

Civic House: For all you civic engagement minds out there, this house will help you show the world you care.

Fisher Fine Arts Library: When it was first built the architecture of this library was seen as an embarrassment. Now its red sandstone exterior that sits on College Green is hailed as one of the great creations of 19th century American culture.

Bonus points:

- Find a "Penn" friend (random person with Penn gear on)
- Ask a security guard what the blue lights on campus are for
- What images are on Penn’s shield? Double points if you can find out what they stand for.